
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a senior national account
manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior national account manager

Secure and safeguard access to the Genentech portfolio of products by
partnering with your account management team to develop a strategic
account plan, ensure alignment with broader organizational objectives, and
prioritize opportunities in alignment with Genentech goals
Execute appropriate marketing tactics, programs and collaborations with the
targeted accounts in partnership with the account executives and other
members of the account team
Work cross-functionally with pricing, reimbursement, contracting, distribution,
and brand teams to evaluate and address evolving market dynamics and their
impact on your targeted account teams both strategically and tactically
As appropriate, participate in development and delivery of 3-year strategic
and 1-year tactical Managed Care Marketing (MCM) plans for assigned
customer segments
Develop and execute long term Channel strategies for each of the defined
customer groups
Develop account plans and/or JBP for allocated account base and contribute
to the development of Multi Category channel strategy
Implementation and delivery of approved multi-category channel strategy
within defined account portfolio
Complete a full annual analysis on account portfolio and develop a full year
plan

Example of Senior National Account Manager Job
Description
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Conduct bi-monthly updates with Line Manager to discuss results vs

Qualifications for senior national account manager

Focuses on the needs of the customer
Embraces and accelerates change in a fast paced environment making
innovation happen within real-life constraints
Creates a positive environment while remaining focused on priorities and
tackling obstacles
Seen as a role model, learning from success and failures, keeping the team
motivated and engaged
Makes fast decisions balancing intuition and facts, taking conscious and
calculated risks
Bachelors Degree or High School Diploma/GED with 3+ years of experience
in an account management or sales role within the insurance industry


